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We all know we are not our bodies. That being true there
is no need for us to be overwhelmed or held back by
something that is more or less irrelevant to ourselves.
Buddhism and Christianity extol the necessity of non
attachment. Being very healthy and having a large
amount of energy is a necessity to fulfilling our purposes
during not being distracted by our physical bodies. Pain,
fatigue and strong desires are very distracting and a
simple well ordered life is a requisite aspect of a
comfortable and productive life. If we focus very hard on
our bodies by being obsessed with what we eat and doing
a lot of exercise we can give too much value to how we
feel. Our sense of self can become far too entwined with
our bodies and its needs. The more we focus on our
bodies trying to avoid bad feelings, the more we think we
are that.
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Maharishi Mahesh Yogi used to
say “try hard now not to think
of a white horse”.

Eat what is right for you to eat and exercise the parts of
your body that need exercising. Nurture yourself in the
way that you need without sentimentality and regret.
Exercise without using it as a distraction and without
being attached to the results. Aim to be supremely
healthy and at the same time be just as happy that you
have problems because this is the way that nature guides
you into understanding the truth. Try very hard without
trying hard by just completely believing you are doing the
absolute right thing for you until you realise it has
changed. No one can do any of this unless they stay
detached but then where are you? If you are not
attached. What can you hang on to?
Try this as you walk. Take a few stabilising breaths that
focus on the breath out. Breathe out from your
diaphragm and focus on your hips and knees and feel
strength and awareness in them. When you breathe in,
immediately breathe out again. It only takes a few
breaths like this to feel more grounded and stable. The
real benefits of eating well and doing exercise such as
hatha yoga is to help us feel grounded and stable. We can
then withdraw our senses and focus on a new reference
point that is not our body. This kind of pranayama in
daily life can set you up for maintaining constant
grounding in your self that is not your body or food
concerns. Use it when ever you are tired or lose focus or
feel sick or thinking of buying food you don’t need or
really want.
Withdraw your senses by meditating regularly and
bringing that mind into everyday life as much as you can.
Try to have the mind of meditation as you do your
shopping. Try to stay detached and observe how you
react to things as you do your yoga or other forms of
exercise. Any little experience that makes you feel that
you are observing yourself or that helps you just eat well
and maintain a healthy body without attachment is a
clear step in the right direction.
Master Oki believed that anything worth learning takes
time so be patient with yourself and believe in your
experiences. ”. AG
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Nourish yourself this
Winter
Heart and Soul with Adzuki
beans!!
Add this wonderful adzuki bean soup topped with parsley
to oat porridge for a different breakfast.
Rolled Oats, a warming grain cooked with a pinch of
Olson’s sea salt is a great brain food.
Adzuki beans are high in protein, rich in fibre
containing good levels of vitamin B1. This supports
healthy gut function and relieves fatigue.
Adzuki Beans contain the mineral molybdenum. This
unique mineral plays a crucial role in detoxifying the
liver.
Adzuki beans are rich in Polyphenol which is said to
support patients suffering from diabetes, cancer and
cardiovascular disease and strengthens the kidney
and bladder organs
Wakame is rich in minerals particularly calcium,
amino acids, Iron, magnesium,potassium, zinc, fibre,
Omega -3 fatty acids, Vitamin B1 & B3 thiamine and
niacin.
Parsley is a good source of vitamin C & Iron
If you make plenty of the soup you can lengthen it each
day by adding water & wakame - it continues to taste
delicious!
Left over bean soup can be blended into a condiment or
used as a savoury spread to go on toast or crackers

THE BEST MACROBIOTIC WINTER FOOD

Adzuki Soup Recipe

A must for nourishing in winter

Women should eat beans 3 times a week.
This will keep in the fridge for 1 week.
Ingredients
• 1 cup adzuki beans (Soak overnight &amp; discard the
water. By discarding
the water it gets rid of the wind!)
• 6 cups cold water
• 1 strip of kombu
• 2 tbsp tamari
• 1 tsp of grated ginger (optional … and warming)
Method
Drain and rinse adzuki beans. Cover with water and bring
to a rapid boil.
Boil for 15 minutes then drain and rinse again. Cover with
water again.
Add Kombu and return to a gentle boil. Continue cooking
till beans begin to break down creating a thick
consistency, this is best done over a low
heat with a heat diffuser for at least 6 hours. This long
slow cooking creates a strong rich flavour. Stir in Tamari
and ginger and cook a further 30 minutes. Season to
taste with more tamari if required. For a sweeter flavour
you can add sautéed onions.

Join Tania and Paula for a day of deliciousness at Tania's
Spring Cooking Workshop on Saturday 11th September.
Contact Tania@Newportyogacentre.com.au or 0418 602202
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YOGA THERAPY FOR CLIMBERS?
www.yoshimatherapy.com

Having been a rock climber for more than 5 years now, I
have come to the understanding that yoga and more
specifically yoga therapy can bring a number of
significant advantages to those who incorporate it into
their routine/training.
Indeed the regular rock climber barely stretches and
most likely doesn't really understands the potential
positive impact of yoga let alone yoga therapy on the
mind and body.
It's well known that all elite climbers dedicate a
significant part of their training to yoga. My belief is that
yoga therapy/ Ryoho can be even more impactful than
regular yoga as it is more targeted and as a practitioner
we understand the body and its functions better.
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Yoga therapy for the
climbing community

I have always been excited at the idea of teaching the
climbing community and helping them understand their
bodies better, and connect their mind and bodies.
One of the reasons is to avoid injuries, which happens
very frequently in climbing, and which will, just like in
yoga, set you back in your practice. Another reason is to
get people to move /understand their bodies differently
and use that into their climbing. And last but not least, to
teach them tools, poses, therapy exercises to balance
their bodies and energies, and give them the tools to
constantly adjust
One of the biggest teachings of ryoho, zen shiatsu and
chinese medicine for me was: the energy governs the
physical body. If I can successfully introduce that idea to
the climbing community and get them to see and feel
themselves from that new different angle, it would be a
great success.
I always found that climbing and yoga was a great
combination. Yoga being there to build awareness and
combine mind and body, as well as relax the spine,
nervous system and physical body. But one of the
movements absent from yoga is the "pulling" strength
that is so omnipresent and crucial in climbing.
However climbing tends to be quite harsh on the body,
joints, and tendons. It will build strength in certain areas
of the body, and therefore imbalances tend to develop.
All the top climbers in the world have a strong yoga
practice to complement their training. Some have regular
acupuncture treatments to prevent injury and keep their
energy balanced and strong.
I'm really looking forward to see the impact of yoga
therapy on climbers and I hope to have a wide range of
students to test my abilities and keep everyone
challenged and safe at the same time.

